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QUESTION 1

You want to configure WebLogic server transactions to be recoverable when a nonclustered managed 

server crashes, even if that crash is caused by an unrecoverable hardware failure. You want to run the 

managed server on different hardware, and have it recover the transactions that were in-progress at the 

time of the crash. 

You also want to use the default store for transaction logs. 

Which statement is true? 

A. This scenario is not possible .You must use the JDBC store to recover transactions from a crashed server. 

B. This scenario is not possible. You must use clustered managed servers to recover transactions from a crashed
server. 

C. This scenario is common , and so the default configuration of the default store works. 

D. Before the crash ,you need to update the path to the default store for the managed server. The path should be to
some shared storage location. 

E. After the crash, obtain a copy of the managed server\\'s default store from the administration server. Move it to the
same relative location on the new hardware before starting the managed server there. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You are using the Administration console to monitor a resource. 

Which three techniques can you use to customize the monitoring output? 

A. Sort the rows by a specific column. 

B. Limit the number of rows displayed. 

C. Change the order of the displayed columns. 

D. Views the rows from a specific time range. 

E. Combine (add) multiple columns together. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 3

One Managed Server that is part of a large domain throws java.lang.out of Memory error (OOM) occasionally. 
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You have been monitoring this server with the jvisualVM tool but that didn\\'t help because the issue occurs infrequently
and not a specific scenario. So you decided to force the server to dump the heap memory as soon as an OOM gets
thrown in order to analyze the dump file later. 

How do you modify the Java HotSpot Startup command to enable this feature and save the dump in the directory
D:\hprof-dumps\? 

A. Add-xx:+DumpHeaponoutofmemory-xx:Dumppath=D:\hprof. 

B. Add-xx:+HeapDumponoutofmemoryError-xx:Heapdumppath=D:\hprof-dumps. 

C. Add-xx:+DumpHeaponoutofmemoryError-xx:Heappath=D:\hprof-dump. 

D. Add-xx:+HeapdumponoutofMemory-xx:HeapDumppath=D:\hprof-dumps. 

E. Add-xx:+HeapDumponoutofMemoryError-xx:Dumppath=D\hprof-dumps. 

F. Add-xx:+HeapDumponoutofMemoryExecepttion-xx:HeapDumppath=D:\hprof-dumps. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two metrics are used to monitor and troubleshoot unicast communication in a cluster? 

A. Groups 

B. Master 

C. Backup server 

D. Session Replicas 

E. Local Group Leader 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 5

Which machines can be configured by using the configuration Wizard? 

A. machine and Windows machine 

B. administration machine and managed machine 

C. machine and UNIX machine 

D. stand -alone machine and cluster machine E. RDBMS machine and LDAP machine 

Correct Answer: C 
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